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Abstract

to achieve its goal. Part of this ambiguity may be
resolved by considering part-of-speech (POS) tags
but the word senses are still highly ambiguous even
for the same part-of-speech. Machine translation
is probably the most important application of word
sense disambiguation. In machine translation, different senses of a word cause a great amount of ambiguity for automated translation and it negatively
affects the results. Hence, an accurate WSD system
can benefit machine translation significantly and improve the results (Chan et al., 2007; Carpuat and Wu,
2007; Vickrey et al., 2005). Moreover, Zhong and
Ng (2012) have shown that word sense disambiguation improves information retrieval by proposing a
method to use word senses in a language modeling
approach to information retrieval.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a literature review of related work,
including a review of semi-supervised word sense
disambiguation and distributed word representation
called word embeddings. The method and framework used in this paper are explained in Section 3.
Finally, we evaluate the system in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.

One of the weaknesses of current supervised
word sense disambiguation (WSD) systems is
that they only treat a word as a discrete entity. However, a continuous-space representation of words (word embeddings) can provide valuable information and thus improve
generalization accuracy. Since word embeddings are typically obtained from unlabeled
data using unsupervised methods, this method
can be seen as a semi-supervised word sense
disambiguation approach. This paper investigates two ways of incorporating word embeddings in a word sense disambiguation setting
and evaluates these two methods on some SensEval/SemEval lexical sample and all-words
tasks and also a domain-specific lexical sample task. The obtained results show that such
representations consistently improve the accuracy of the selected supervised WSD system. Moreover, our experiments on a domainspecific dataset show that our supervised baseline system beats the best knowledge-based
systems by a large margin.

1

Introduction

Because of the ambiguity of natural language, many
words can have different meanings in different contexts. For example, the word “bank” has two different meanings in “the bank of a river” and “a bank
loan”. While it seems simple for humans to identify the meaning of a word according to the context, word sense disambiguation (WSD) (Ng and
Lee, 1996; Lee and Ng, 2002) is a difficult task
for computers and thus requires sophisticated means

2

Related Work

The method that we use in this paper is a semisupervised learning method which incorporates
knowledge from unlabeled datasets by using word
embeddings. This section is a literature review of
previous work on semi-supervised word sense disambiguation and various methods of obtaining word
embeddings.
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2.1

Semi-Supervised Word Sense
Disambiguation

Among various types of semi-supervised learning
approaches, co-training and self-training are probably the most common. These methods randomly
select a subset of a large unlabeled dataset and
classify these samples using one (self-training) or
two (co-training) classifiers, trained on a smaller
set of labeled samples. After assigning labels to
the new samples, these methods select the samples
that were classified with a high confidence (according to a selection criterion) and add them to the set
of labeled data. These methods have been used in
the context of word sense disambiguation. Mihalcea (2004) used both co-training and self-training
to make use of unlabeled datasets for word sense
disambiguation. Mihalcea also introduced a technique for combining co-training and majority voting, called smoothed co-training, and reported improved results. Another related study was done by
(Pham et al., 2005). In (Pham et al., 2005), some
semi-supervised learning techniques were used for
word sense disambiguation. Pham et al. employed
co-training and spectral graph transduction methods in their experiments and obtained significant improvements over a supervised method.
Another semi-supervised learning method used
for word sense disambiguation is Alternating Structure Optimization (ASO), first introduced by (Ando
and Zhang, 2005) and later applied to word sense
disambiguation tasks by (Ando, 2006). This algorithm learns a predictive structure shared between different problems (disambiguation of a target word). Semi-supervised application of the ASO
algorithm was shown to be useful for word sense
disambiguation and improvements can be achieved
over a supervised predictor (Ando, 2006).
This paper uses a different method proposed by
(Turian et al., 2010) that can be applied to a wide
variety of supervised tasks in natural language processing. This method uses distributed word representations (word embeddings) as additional feature functions in supervised tasks and is shown to
improve the accuracy of named-entity recognition
(NER) and chunking. In this paper, we also follow
the same approach for word sense disambiguation.
The key idea is that a system without a continuous315

space representation of words ignores the similarity of words completely and relies only on their discrete form. However, when a distributed representation for words is added to the system, the classifier
can make use of the notion of similarity of words
and learn the relationships between class labels and
words.
In addition to using raw word embeddings, we
also propose a method to adapt embeddings for each
classification task. Since word embeddings do not
include much task-specific discriminative information, we use a neural network to modify word vectors to tune them for our WSD tasks. We show that
this process results in improved accuracy compared
to raw word embeddings.
Recently, obtaining word embeddings in an unsupervised manner from large text corpora has attracted the attention of many researchers (Collobert
and Weston, 2008; Mnih and Hinton, 2009; Mikolov
et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b). Subsequently,
there have been some published word embeddings
and some software for training word embeddings.
For word sense disambiguation, there are very
few open source programs. Since we are interested in a fully supervised WSD tool, IMS (It Makes
Sense) (Zhong and Ng, 2010) is selected in our
work. This system allows addition of extra features
in a simple way and hence is a good choice for testing the effect of word embeddings as additional features. Moreover, the scores reported for IMS are
competitive with or better than state-of-the-art systems (Zhong and Ng, 2010).
2.2

Word Embeddings

There are several types of word representations. A
one-hot representation is a vector where all components except one are set to zero and the component at the index associated with a word is set to
one. This type of representation is the sparsest word
representation and does not carry any information
about word similarity. Another popular approach
is to use the methods mainly applied in information
retrieval. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are such examples,
and word representations produced by these methods can also be used in other applications. However,
a dense distributed representation for words (word
embeddings) can learn more complex relationships

between words and hence, it can be useful in a wide
range of applications. We only focus on word embeddings in this paper and apply them to word sense
disambiguation.
Word embeddings are distributed representations
of words and contain some semantic and syntactic
information (Mikolov et al., 2013c). Such representations are usually produced by neural networks. Examples of such neural networks are (log-)linear networks (Mikolov et al., 2013a), deeper feed-forward
neural networks (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert
and Weston, 2008), or recurrent neural networks
(Mikolov et al., 2010). Moreover, it has been shown
that deep structures may not be needed for word embeddings estimation (Lebret et al., 2013) and shallow structures can obtain relatively high quality representations for words (Mikolov et al., 2013b).
In this paper, we have used the word embeddings
created and published by (Collobert and Weston,
2008). Throughout this paper, we refer to these word
embeddings as ‘CW’. This method is proposed in
(Collobert and Weston, 2008) and explained further
in (Collobert et al., 2011). The authors use a feedforward neural network to produce word representations. In order to train the neural network, a large
text corpus is needed. Collobert and Weston (2008)
use Wikipedia (Nov. 2007 version containing 631
million words) and Reuters RCV1 (containing 221
million words) (Lewis et al., 2004) as their text corpora and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as the
training algorithm. The training algorithm selects a
window of text randomly and then replaces the middle word with a random word from the dictionary.
Then the original window of text and the corrupted
one is given to the neural network. The neural network computes f (x) and f (x(w) ), where x is the
original window of text, x(w) is the same window of
text with the middle word replaced by word w, and
f (.) is the function that the neural network represents. After computing f (x) and f (x(w) ), the training algorithm uses a pairwise ranking cost function
to train the network. The training algorithm minimizes the cost function by updating the parameters
(including word embeddings) and as a consequence
of using the pairwise ranking cost function, this neural network tends to assign higher scores to valid
windows of texts and lower scores to incorrect ones.
After training the neural network, the word vectors
316

Figure 1: The neural network architecture for adaptation
of word embeddings.

in the lookup table layer form the word embeddings
matrix. Collobert et al. (2011) have made this matrix available for public use and it can be accessed
online1 .

3

Method

In this section, we first explain our novel taskspecific method of adapting word embeddings and
then describe our framework in which raw or
adapted word embeddings are included in our word
sense disambiguation system. To the best of our
knowledge, the use of word embeddings for semisupervised word sense disambiguation is novel.
3.1

Adaptation of Word Embeddings

Word embeddings capture some semantic and syntactic information and usually similar words have
similar word vectors in terms of distance measures.
However, in a classification task, it is better for word
embeddings to also include some task specific discriminative information. In order to add such information to word embeddings, we modify word
vectors using a neural network (Figure 1) to obtain
adapted word embeddings. This section explains
this process in detail.
The neural network that we used to adapt word
embeddings is similar to the window approach network introduced by (Collobert and Weston, 2008).
This neural network includes the following layers:
1
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• Lookup table layer: This layer includes three
lookup tables. The first lookup table assigns a
vector to each input word, as described earlier.
The second lookup table maps each word to a
vector with respect to the capitalization feature.
Finally, the third lookup table maps each word
to its corresponding vector based on the word’s
POS tag.
• Dropout layer: In order to avoid overfitting, we
added a dropout layer (Hinton et al., 2012) to
the network to make use of its regularization effect. During training, the dropout layer copies
the input to the output but randomly sets some
of the entries to zero with a probability p, which
is usually set to 0.5. During testing, this layer
produces the output by multiplying the input
vector by 1 − p (see (Hinton et al., 2012) for
more information).
• Output layer: This layer linearly maps the input
vector X to a C-dimensional vector Y (equation 1) and then applies a SoftMax operation
(Bridle, 1990) over all elements of Y (equation
2):
Y = WX + b
exp(Yt )
p(t|I) = PC
j=1 exp(Yj )

(1)
1 ≤ t ≤ C (2)

where I is the input window of text and t is
a class label (sense tag in WSD). The output
of the output layer can be interpreted as a conditional probability p(t|I) over tags given the
input text.
This architecture is similar to the network used by
(Collobert and Weston, 2008) but it does not include
a hidden layer. Since the number of training samples
for each word type in WSD is relatively small, we
did not use a hidden layer to decrease the model size
and consequently overfitting, as much as possible.
Moreover, we added the dropout layer and observed
increased generalization accuracy subsequently.
In order to train the neural network, we used
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and error backpropagation to minimize negative log-likelihood
cost function for each training example (I, t) (equa317

tion 3).
− log p(t|I) = log(

C
X

exp(Yj )) − Yt

(3)

j=1

During the training process, the inputs are the windows of text surrounding the target word with their
assigned POS tags. We used fixed learning rate
(0.01) during training, with no momentum.
Since the objective is to adapt word embeddings
using the neural network, we initialized the lookup
table layer parameters using pre-trained word embeddings and trained a model for each target word
type. After the training process completes, the modified word vectors form our adapted word embeddings, which will be used in exactly the same way
as the original embeddings. Section 3.2 explains the
way we use word embeddings to improve a supervised word sense disambiguation system.
3.2

Framework

The supervised system that we used for word sense
disambiguation is an open source tool named IMS
(Zhong and Ng, 2010). This software extracts three
types of features and then uses Support Vector Machines (SVM) as the classifier. The three types of
features implemented in IMS are explained below.
• POS tags of surrounding words: IMS uses the
POS tags of all words in a window size of 7,
surrounding the target ambiguous word. POS
tag features are limited to the current sentence
and neighboring sentences are not considered.
• Surrounding words: Additionally, the surrounding words of a target word (after removing stop words) are also used as features in
IMS. However, unlike POS tags, the words occurring in the immediately adjacent sentences
are also included.
• Local collocations: Finally, 11 local collocations around the target word are considered as
features. These collocations also cover a window size of 7, where the target word is in the
middle.
All mentioned features are binary features and
will be used by the classifier in the next phase. After extracting these features, the classifier (SVM) is

used to train a model for each target word. In the test
phase, the model is used to classify test samples and
assign a sense tag to each sample.
This supervised framework with separate feature
extraction and classification phases makes it easy to
add any number of features and in our case, word
embeddings. In order to make use of word embeddings trained by a neural network, we follow the
approach of (Turian et al., 2010) and include word
embeddings for all words in the surrounding window of text, given a target ambiguous word. We use
the words from immediately adjacent sentences if
the window falls beyond the current sentence boundaries. Since each word type has its own classification
model, we do not add the word embeddings for the
target word because the same vector will be used in
all training and test samples and will be useless.
After extraction of the three mentioned types of
features, d.(w − 1) features will be added to each
sample, where d is the word embeddings dimension
and w is the number of words in the window of text
surrounding the target word (window size). w is one
of the hyper-parameters of our system that can be
tuned for each word type separately. However, since
the training sets for some of the benchmark tasks are
small, tuning the window size will not be consistent
over different tuning sets. Thus, we decided to select
the same window size for all words in a task and
tune this parameter on the whole tuning set instead.
After augmenting the features, a model is trained for
the target word and then the classifier can be used to
assign the correct sense to each test sample.
However, since the original three types of features
are binary, newly added real-valued word embeddings do not fit well into the model and they tend
to decrease performance. This problem is addressed
in (Turian et al., 2010) and a simple solution is to
scale word embeddings. The following conversion
is suggested by (Turian et al., 2010):
E ← σ · E/stddev(E)

(4)

where σ is a scalar hyper-parameter denoting the
desired standard deviation, E is the word embeddings matrix and stddev(.) is the standard deviation function, which returns a scalar for matrix E.
However, different dimensions of word embedding
vectors may have different standard deviations and
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Equation 4 may not work well. In this case, perdimension scaling will make more sense. In order to
scale the word embeddings matrix, we use Equation
5 in our experiments:
Ei ← σ · Ei /stddev(Ei ),

i : 1, 2, ..., d

(5)

where Ei denotes the ith dimension of word embeddings. Like (Turian et al., 2010), we also found that
σ = 0.1 is a good choice for the target standard deviation and works well.

4

Results and Discussion

We evaluate our word sense disambiguation system
experimentally by using standard benchmarks. The
two major tasks in word sense disambiguation are
lexical sample task and all-words task. For each
task, we explain our experimental setup first and
then present the results of our experiments for the
two mentioned tasks. Although most benchmarks
are general domain test sets, a few domain-specific
test sets also exist (Koeling et al., 2005; Agirre et al.,
2010).
4.1

Lexical Sample Tasks

We have evaluated our system on SensEval-2 (SE2)
and SensEval-3 (SE3) lexical sample tasks and also
the domain-specific test set (we call it DS05) published by (Koeling et al., 2005). This subsection describes our experiments and presents the results of
these tasks.
4.1.1 Experimental Setup
Most lexical sample tasks provide separate training and test sets. Some statistics about these tasks
are given in Table 1.
#Word types
#Training samples
#Test samples

SE2
73
8,611
4,328

SE3
57
8,022
3,944

DS05
41
10,272

Table 1: Statistics of lexical sample tasks

The DS05 dataset does not provide any training
instances. In order to train models for DS05 (and
later for the SE3 all-words task), we generated training samples for the top 60% most frequently occurring polysemous content words in Brown Corpus,

using the approach described in (Ng et al., 2003;
Chan and Ng, 2005). This dataset is automatically
created by processing parallel corpora without any
manual sense annotation effort. We used the following six English-Chinese parallel corpora: Hong
Kong Hansards, Hong Kong News, Hong Kong
Laws, Sinorama, Xinhua News, and the English
translations of Chinese Treebank. Similar to (Zhong
and Ng, 2010), we obtained word alignments using
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000). Then, for each English word, the aligned Chinese word is used to find
the corresponding sense tag for the English word.
Finally, we made use of examples from the DSO corpus (Ng and Lee, 1996) and SEMCOR (Miller et al.,
1994) as part of our training data. Table 2 shows
some statistics of our training data.
POS
Adj.
Adv.
Noun
Verb
Total

#word types
5,129
28
11,445
4,705
21,307

Table 2: Number of word types in each part-of-speech
(POS) in our training set

Since the dataset used by (Zhong and Ng, 2010)
does not cover the specific domains of DS05 (Sports
and Finance), we added a few samples from these
domains to improve our baseline system. For each
target word, we randomly selected 5 instances (a
sentence including the target word) for Sports domain and 5 instances for Finance domain from the
Reuters (Rose et al., 2002) dataset’s Sports and Finance sections and manually sense annotated them.
Annotating 5 instances per word and domain takes
about 5 minutes. To make sure that these instances
are not the same samples in the test set, we filtered
out all documents containing at least one of the test
instances and selected our training samples from the
rest of the collection. After removing samples with
unclear tags, we added the remaining instances (187
instances for Sports domain and 179 instances for
Finance domain) to our original training data (Zhong
and Ng, 2010). We highlight this setting in our experiments by ‘CC’ (concatenation).
We used the published CW word embeddings and
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set the word embeddings dimension to 50 in all our
experiments. Finally, in order to tune the window
size hyper-parameter, we randomly split our training sets into two parts. We used 80% for training
models and the remaining 20% for evaluation. After
tuning the window size, we used the original complete training set for training our models.
4.1.2

Results

In order to select a value for the window size parameter, we performed two types of tuning. The first
method, which (theoretically) can achieve higher accuracies, is per-word tuning. Since each word type
has its own model, we can select different window
sizes for different words. The second method, on
the other hand, selects the same value for the window size for all word types in a task, and we call it
per-task tuning.
Although, per-word tuning achieved very high accuracies on the held-out development set, we observed that it performed poorly on the test set. Moreover, the results of per-word tuning are not stable
and different development sets lead to different window sizes and also fluctuating accuracies. This is because the available training sets are small and using
20% of these samples as the development set means
that the development set only contains a small number of samples. Thus the selected development sets
are not proper representatives of the test sets and the
tuning process results in overfitting the parameters
(window sizes) to the development sets, with low
generalization accuracy. However, per-task tuning
is relatively stable and performs better on the test
sets. Thus we have selected this method of tuning
in all our experiments. Mihalcea (2004) also reports
that per-word tuning of parameters is not helpful and
does not result in improved performance.
We also evaluated our system separately on the
word types in each part-of-speech (POS) for SE2
and SE3 lexical sample tasks. The results are included in Table 3 and Table 4. According to these
tables, word embeddings do not affect all POS types
uniformly. For example, on SE2, the improvement
achieved on verbs is much larger than the other two
POS types and on SE3, adjectives benefited from
word embeddings more than nouns and verbs. However, this table also shows that improvements from
word embeddings are consistent over POS types and

both lexical sample tasks.
POS
Adj.
Noun
Verb

#word types
15
29
29

SE2
baseline
67.45%
69.39%
60.45%

CW (17)
67.72%
69.38%
61.89%

Table 3: The scores for each part-of-speech (POS) on
SE2 lexical sample tasks. The window size is shown inside brackets.

POS
Adj.
Noun
Verb

SE3
#word types baseline
5
45.93%
32
73.44%
20
74.12%

CW (9)
47.81%
73.83%
74.17%

Table 4: The scores for each part-of-speech (POS) on
SE3 lexical sample tasks. The window size is shown inside brackets.

Finally, we evaluated the effect of word embeddings and the adaptation process. Table 5 summarizes our findings on SE2 and SE3 lexical sample
tasks. According to this table, both types of word
embeddings lead to improvements on lexical sample
tasks. We also performed a one-tailed paired t-test to
see whether the improvements are statistically significant over the baseline (IMS). The improvements
obtained using CW word embeddings over the baseline are significant (p < 0.05) in both lexical sample
tasks. Furthermore, the results show that adapted
word embeddings achieve higher scores than raw
word embeddings. We have included the scores obtained by the first and the second best participating
systems in these lexical sample tasks and also the
Most Frequent Sense (MFS) score. The results also
show that the Dropout layer increases performance
significantly. The reason behind this observation is
that without Dropout, word embeddings are overfitted to the training data and when they are used as
extra features in IMS, the classifier does not generalize well to the test set. Since adaptation without Dropout leads to worse performance, we include
Dropout in all other experiments and only report results obtained using Dropout.
Similarly, Table 6 presents the results obtained
320

IMS (baseline)
IMS + CW
IMS + adapted CW
– Dropout
Rank 1 system
Rank 2 system
MFS

SE2
65.3%
66.1%* (17)
66.2%* (5)
65.4% (7)
64.2%
63.8%
47.6%

SE3
72.7%
73.0%* (9)
73.4%* (7)
72.7% (7)
72.9%
72.6%
55.2%

Table 5: Lexical sample task results. The values inside
brackets are the selected window sizes and statistically
significant (p < 0.05) improvements are marked with ‘*’.

from our experiments on the DS05 dataset. In this
table, as explained earlier, ‘CC’ denotes the additional manually tagged instances. For comparison
purposes, we included the results reported by two
state-of-the-art knowledge-based systems, namely
PPRw2w (Agirre et al., 2014) and Degree (Ponzetto
and Navigli, 2010).
Table 6 shows that IMS performs worse than
PPRw2w on Sports and Finance domains but IMS +
CC outperforms PPRw2w . One of the reasons behind this observation is unseen sense tags. For example, in the sentence “the winning goal came with
less than a minute left to play2 ”, the sense tag for
word ‘goal’ is ‘goal%1:04:00::’. However, the training data for IMS does not contain any sample with
this sense tag and so it is impossible for IMS to assign this tag to any test instances. On the other hand,
the manually annotated instances (CC) include samples with this tag and therefore IMS + CC is able to
associate a target word with this sense tag.
According to Table 6, adding word embeddings
results in improved performance over the baseline
(IMS + CC). Moreover, adapting word embeddings
is found to increase accuracy in most cases.
4.2

All-Words Task

We also evaluated the performance of our system on
the SensEval-3 (SE3) all-words task. Next, we explain our setup and then present the results of our
evaluation.
2

This example is taken from WordNet v3.1.

IMS
IMS + CC (baseline)
IMS + CC + CW (3)
IMS + CC + adapted CW (3)
PPRw2w
Degree

BNC
48.7%
51.7%
51.9%
52.3%*
37.7%
-

Sports
41.4%
55.7%
56.1%*
57.1%*
51.5%
42.0%

Finance
53.4%
62.1%
62.3%
62.0%
59.3%
47.8%

Total
47.8%
56.4%
56.7%*
57.1%*
49.3%
-

Table 6: DS05 task results. The values inside brackets are the selected window sizes and statistically significant (p <
0.05) improvements over ‘IMS + CC’ are marked with ‘*’.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup
All-words tasks do not provide any training samples and only include a test set (see Table 7). In order
to train our system for SE3 all-words task, we used
the automatically labeled training samples used earlier for training models for DS05 (see section 4.1.1).
Table 2 shows some statistics about our training set.
#Word types
#Test samples

SE3
963
2,041

IMS (baseline)
IMS + CW
IMS + adapted CW
Rank 1 system
Rank 2 system
WNs1

SE3
67.6%
68.0%* (9)
68.2%* (9)
65.2%
64.6%
62.4%

Table 8: SE3 all-words task results. The values inside
brackets are the selected window sizes and statistically
significant (p < 0.05) improvements over the IMS baseline are marked with ‘*’.

Table 7: Statistics of SE3 all-words task

Similar to the lexical sample tasks, we tune our
system on 20% of the original training set. After obtaining window size parameter via tuning, we train
on the whole training set and test on the given standard test set.
4.2.2 Results
The results of the evaluation on SE3 all-words
task are given in Table 8. This table shows that
CW word embeddings improve the accuracy. Similar to the results obtained for the lexical sample
tasks, we observe some improvement by adapting
word embeddings for SE3 all-words task as well.
For comparison purposes, we have included the official scores of rank 1 and rank 2 participating systems
in SE3 all-words task and the WordNet first sense
(WNs1) score.

5

Conclusion

Supervised word sense disambiguation systems usually treat words as discrete entities and consequently
ignore the concept of similarity between words.
However, by adding word embeddings, some of the
321

samples that cannot be discriminated based on the
original features (surrounding words, collocations,
POS tags) have more chances to be classified correctly. Moreover, word embeddings are likely to
contain valuable linguistic information too. Hence,
adding continuous-space representations of words
can provide valuable information to the classifier
and the classifier can learn better discriminative criteria based on such information.
In this paper, we exploited a type of word embeddings obtained by feed-forward neural networks. We
also proposed a novel method (i.e., adaptation) to
add discriminative information to such embeddings.
These word embeddings were then added to a supervised WSD system by augmenting the original binary feature space with real-valued representations
for all words occurring in a window of text. We
evaluated our system on two general-domain lexical
sample tasks, an all-words task, and also a domainspecific dataset and showed that word embeddings
consistently improve the accuracy of a supervised
word sense disambiguation system, across different
datasets. Moreover, we observed that adding dis-

criminative information by adapting word embeddings further improves the accuracy of our word
sense disambiguation system.
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